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Lynne-Marie Eatwell, a highly recognized 
South African artist, visited Knysna 
Elephant Park last year looking for 
inspiration in the hope of creating an 
elephant piece of art. 

Her dream has now resulted in an 
amazing bronze sculpture, called ‘For the 
Love of Elephants’ and the very first one 
has just seen the day of light. It is a 
limited edition of 10. 

Lynne explains: “The elephants in the 
sculpture are Keisha, Sally and Thato. 
I decided to give Sally two tusks rather 
than one, and made them a bit bigger 
for aesthetic reasons. I portrayed Keisha 
as a mother as I hope that one day she 
will be.” 

Lynne continues: “I tried to show the close 
family bond that elephants share with 
each other. If we could relate to them on 
a personal level perhaps human kind 

would be more compassionate towards 
them. I think that if a positive message of 
love is used it can be far more inspiring to 
people to act and make a difference. I 
fell in love with the elephants at Knysna 
Elephant Park and they have moved me 
to a make something for them. “

Each sculpture stands 360mm high, 
760mm wide, 650mm deep and has a 
weight of 46kg. Lynne will be selling the 
sculptures with the profits being donated 
towards elephant conservation.

For the Love of Elephants

http://www.instagram.com/toonlynne/


Over the years our creative corner – AERU Shop – has 
expanded into a variety projects including tin cans, felt 
elephants and our two most popular products: Rubber 

Ellies and Pinch of Poop! 
Rubber ellies were introduced a year and a half ago. We 
create a whole range of rubber ellie products including 
keyrings, elephant families for the window frame or a 

book shelve and earrings! What makes our rubber ellies 
absolutely awesome is the fact that they are made from 
something that is otherwise considered trash: old inner 

bike and car tyres which is donated to us by Knysna 
Cycle Works!

Our Pinch of Poop jars are by far our most popular 
homemade souvenir. Each tiny jar is filled with the sun 

dried dung of a specific elephant and then labelled 
with the right name. (Yes, that dung does originate from 

that specific elephant!)

Both products are very popular among our volunteers 
and can be purchased in the Knysna Elephant Park curio 

shop.

Elephants in All 
Sizes & a Jar of Dung

Although the park mainly features 
our famous elephant family, there 
are also resident herds of Burchell’s 
zebra roaming around the property. 
The zebra were originally translocated 
to the Park from another facility back 
in early 2014, and over the last five 
years the family of 17 have grown to 
29! 

Zebra are found in small herds (with 
a lead stallion, his females and their 
offspring) or in bachelor groupings. 
They are primarily grazers which 
means that a large number do add 
strain on the food availability. Due 
to the Park’s management plan at 
number closing on to 30, the zebras 
had outgrown the number sustainable 
to the Park’s grazing capacity. 

It was thus decided a necessity to 
relocate some of our zebra off the 
main property. In the end of June we 
relocated 6 bachelors to a 
neighbouring farm and 2 small family 
herds to Garden Route Safari Camp 
just outside of Mossel Bay, leaving us 
with a more manageable amount of 
16 zebra on the Park!

Zebra Relocation



Our elephants have a vast area in which they are able 
to explore daily under the watchful eye of the guides. 
Often in the afternoons and early mornings they decide 
to wander into more dense vegetation to browse – one 
of the best areas on the Park for this being the valley!
Shanti and Madiwa have especially taken to the 
adventure of exploration, sometimes wondering so 
far down that they start climbing the hill on the other 
side! One such incident resulted in a game of hide 
and seek with the guides – a lot more fun for elephant 
than human! Shanti would hide behind bushes and 
upon catching sight of the guides, would scuttle off in 
another direction and for another good hiding spot, all 
the while followed by her ‘little sister’ Madiwa. The two 
enjoyed this game so much that they led the guides on 
a merry dance halfway up the valley slope! 
Thato was the next one to have a little adventure in 
the valley. The herd had spent a good length of the 
afternoon in the valley and had just started to emerge 
to go back to their night camps, Thato however was 

nowhere to be found! Two of the guides went looking 
for her and found Thato, who seemed slightly confused 
that her friends had all left. The rest of the herd up on 
the hill were trumpeting and rumbling for Thato and 
Thandi, worried about her little buddy, marched down 
to bring Thato back up with her!

Adventures in Elephant Valley



Thanks to many generous donations in the past, 
AERU has managed to invest in some good 
electronic equipment, including a camera (that 
was used during Mala the zebra’s translocation), a 
camera trap, a new spotlight and outdoor 
thermometers. We have also been sent a GoPro all 
the way from USA from past volunteer Melanie Cameron to help us 
gather new and exciting footage of our elephants! 

So far the GoPro has been great fun to play with and we hope to 
gather many close-up and fun angle pictures and videos to use on 
social media!

We have used the camera and camera trap already to monitor our
elephants at night, studying their night time activity as well as their 
sleeping patterns and habits! The spotlight has been very useful for 
when our volunteers do evening observations, managing to locate 
elephants that have crept to the back corners of the night camps in 
the dark. We have also used the thermometers to look at night-time 
temperatures and see if the boma and night-time shelters with heaters 
are indeed warmer than outside and by how much. Looking at results 
from various evenings, we can definitely see that the heaters do keep the shelters slightly warmer and provide a 
warmer alternative for the elephants to sleep.

Let’s Get 
Digital

Our elephants love to pose and entertain us with their comedic behaviours – often showing off very elaborate trunk 
poses or inventing stylish head gear to wear! We have assembled a few of our elephants’ most fashionable looks 

below, proving that our elephants do have style!

The Way She Wears It
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